More Artists’ Stories
Celebrating 10 years of the Artists Access to Art Colleges project

The following collection of stories were submitted by artists who wanted to help us celebrate
ten years of AA2A schemes. Although not in the main publication ‘Time and Space’, we are
pleased to include them here as a valuable archive, which will be particularly useful for
prospective AA2A artists and students from participating institutions.
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Michael Sadler
University of Derby
2008/09
My placement at Derby gave me access to the printmaking department.
In the 30 years since I had last been in a professional printing space
things had changed considerably. My last college screen prints were
made in an atmosphere of turps, thinners and Sericol oil based inks.
Initially, I found using the acrylic system quite difficult as the inks seemed
to seep into the paper rather than sit on the surface as they had done in
my student days. Other aspects of the process were a vast improvement,
especially when I became acquainted with True Grain and the mark
making possibilities that its use opened up to me.
Early on and, to a lesser extent, throughout my time at Derby I
encountered problems with registration. These problems were increased
by the fact that all the prints I made required exact registration which left

‘T Form with Pink’

me no margin for error. Generally, registration seemed to be ok up to the

Silk screen print on Arches 88 paper

fourth stage which eventually led to more limited editions than I had

Four stencil screen print, each stencil hand

planned. All the prints produced had a limited colour range, with two

drawn on True Grain with black gouache.

series being completely monochromatic. The silk screen included here is

Gouache worked in to on some stencils with

the most colourful of the prints produced with another variation having the

scalpel.

small bottom right figure printed in green.
My main practice is painting and I work on a fairly small scale with 80cm
square being the largest size that I currently work on, with most images
being 40cm square. Starting points vary, usually resulting in a series of
paintings on a given theme. Themes are always developed from tangible
aspects of the visible world, with my aim being to produce credible
abstract interpretations from my starting points. Most recently I have been
working on a group of paintings which take a nautical theme as their point
of departure and have titles like ‘Regatta’ and ‘Sailing By’. The methods
that I am employing in making these images are directly related to some
techniques and applications taken directly from screen printing.
This has resulted in the images having gestural and freer areas of initial
painting in specific areas which have then been over painted allowing

‘Sailing By 2’

required areas of the underpainting to remain and be worked in to. While

Acrylic on heavy watercolour paper - 30 x 30cm

making these paintings, I have realised that they could quite easily

Second painting in series based on nautical

become screen prints as the stages of making could be re-interpreted via

theme, titled after Radio 4 late night shipping

the printmaking process.

forecast theme tune. Underpainting applied with
card ‘squeeges’ then worked in to with specific
areas being selected for development.

Michael Sadler (continued)

There is an open access printmaking studio in Derby and I intend to
make use of this facility. On returning to printmaking I am aiming to have
a more thought out approach to the images that I want to produce,
ensuring that all stages of the print are planned in advance and are
based on specific paintings, as opposed to an open response to the
media. I feel that this is the most important learning point from the whole
AA2A process for me as too often I felt that I was reacting to my last
action and having to adapt and make changes that had not been
planned for.
I have contacted my AA2A co-ordinator by email since my placement
and am hoping to visit the department in the New Year to see my coplacement artist from last year who unfortunately had to postpone her

‘Regatta 4’

placement due to illness.

Acrylic on heavy watercolour paper - 30 x 30cm
Fourth painting in series based on a nautical

My placement department was a service area for printed textiles, year

theme. Underpainting applied with card

zero, fine art, graphics and other subjects. During my placement I had

‘squeeges’ then worked into with specific areas

plenty of opportunity to discuss work with students and staff from across

being selected for development.

the discipline range and I thoroughly enjoyed these contacts. At times I
was given technical advice and, at other times, was able to reciprocate in
kind.
To anybody thinking of applying to take part in this scheme I would say

Email: michael.a.sadler@googlemail.com

grasp the opportunity with both hands. The scheme has many benefits –

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.michael.a.sadler.co.uk

access to professional equipment and workspaces; access to university
libraries; access to professional advice and interaction with students and
staff. When I look back on my time at Derby, I realise more and more
that the insights and benefits gained are just beginning to have their
impact on my work.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT AA2A VISIT OUR WEBSITE

http:/aa2a.org

Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/michael_sadler
Photographer/copyright of images:
Michael Sadler
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Jane Walker
Salford University
2008/09
This opportunity has given me a real help. There was no pressure, I was
just involved in the work, developing myself and my ideas. The
environment was supportive, and this was very welcome. I am lucky in
that the other two AA2A artists in Salford are friendly and we have
shared fears and feelings of the art world.
The work that I made during and as a result of the scheme is now being
exhibited in a show shared with two of the other AA2A scheme artists.
The follow through from making the work, then showing it is really good.
If I had known about the exhibition when I started the residency I would
have found it a bit daunting but being offered the exhibiting opportunity
after finishing the residency was really good. I felt I had something to
say without forcing the work. I learned a lot from watching the staff
selecting my work for the show. I make far too much work then it needs
sorting through. The show is beautifully hung; in fact I have never seen
my work so carefully presented before, it really gives the good pieces of
my work a chance to be seen properly.

‘Salford 5 ’
Canvas on panel.+oil paint - 90 x 120cm

I feel that within this scheme I went from research, and being totally
absorbed in the material of the work, to seeing my work professionally
displayed alongside other artists work. In the exhibition, art pieces from
each artist are placed so that they work together and complement each
other. Previously in group shows I have allowed my work to fit in
wherever, because I was so frightened of the competition. With the
AA2A show I thought I had pre-selected the work to be shown, but then
I had to bring in other work to fit the show, rather than what I originally
chose. In this case being open to the ideas of other people has been a
beneficial learning experience.
Often in the past people have covered walls with my work, fitting as
much as possible in. I used to worry about the diverse aspects within
any of my projects, now I think it is how I work. Because I make several
pieces at once I have to contrast something or explore something
different in each piece. I can accept this more than I could but at the

Exhibition of AA2A work, Chapman
Gallery, Salford

same time see the overall togetherness of a project.

Canvasses 120 x 90cm, tables 100 x 80 x 40cm
These were concerned with ‘looking through’
layers. I made models for the canvasses then
turned them into paintings. The table is a
horizontal work that can be looked down into,
with various textile pieces in it.

(continued)

Jane Walker (continued)

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.axisweb/org/artists/JaneWalker
www.turn-berlin.de
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/jane_walker

Photographer/copyright of images:
Jane Walker

Textile studies - Chapman Gallery
Panels measure 35 x 27cm
These were part of the experimental samples I
made in the fibre workshop while getting used to
the language of fibre. There are about 30 panels
in total but they work individually so only 4 were
shown. They are made from fabric scraps
worked on using stitching not collage, later
worked into with paint

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT AA2A VISIT OUR WEBSITE
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Pippa Thurlow
Norwich University College of the Arts
2007/08
Through my working career in the NHS I went to weekly classes in Art or
Textiles at Norwich City College. Eventually I had to leave work due to
the increased care needs of my Mother. Then in 2004 came the amazing
opportunity of a place at Art College, on a degree course. I grasped it
with guilt and shaking knees!
I feel so fortunate to have had that time in a creative community, to
develop ideas, techniques, learn good things, value my work. I found
others coping with similar situations to myself, there was support and it
has given me the confidence and self respect to continue a life in creative
work. The downside was that the outside pressures limited my ability to
fully take advantage of being in the College to develop my practice.
AA2A was such a gift because it gave me some time space to enjoy
creating my work, with the College facilities, amongst kindred spirits. I
wove a tapestry on a metal print drying frame, I could not remove it until
complete, and so there was a time pressure. I worked at near floor level
in the weaving and etc. workshop next to the stitch workshop with many
comings and goings. I became something of a ‘mature’ constant feature
and being at a low level privy to unexpected student confidences!
Doing a degree is a cumulative process of absorption, it takes time to

‘Wire Cross’ (detail)
Woven recycled wire - 25 x 20cm
This piece was woven over time and that
dictated its form; it seems to have a life of its
own. The weaving creates shadows. I have yet

process and highlight the value points. I think the support, the sharing,

to mount it. My husband is a Bee Farmer and

the seeing of the slow construction of my work were valuable to my

the recycled wire came from the frames on

young companions. The second year weavers worked steadily and

which the bees work.

creatively, one winning a Bedford prize, I felt very proud to be part of their
space. Yes, there were times when I felt I was a bit of an obstruction with
my legs stuck out at floor level, an eccentric oddity, but hopefully part of
the rich tapestry of remembered experience.
Not only did AA2A give me great impetus to develop my work with the
goal of ‘Open Studios’ but I was very fortunate toward the end to have
time with my fellow AA2A artists, to exhibit within the College together
and at a Gallery in Norwich. I am particularly grateful to Lorraine Cooke
whose drive and organisational abilities were such a learning curve. From
these experiences and from taking part in ‘Open Studios’ have come the
opportunities to exhibit further.

(continued)

(continued)

Pippa Thurlow (continued)

‘Early Spring Blossom’
Woven tapestry, hand dyed wool - 25 x 15 cm
Design developed from a linocut of wild plum
blossom, worked on a wooden hand frame.

Since graduating in 2007 I have trained as a voluntary guide at the
Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, which holds the Collection of Sir Robert
and Lady Lisa Sainsbury of World and Twentieth Centuary Art, and hosts
very varied and challenging short exhibitions. Schools, student and
specialist groups are accommodated and there are practical workshops
and outreach provisions. The AA2A experience has grown my
confidence and pleasure in sharing my knowledge and skills with others.
I plan to have my own workshops and will take part in Open Studios in
2010.
I have created a number of works in the past year and exhibited with the
British Tapestry Group in Stirling in September. I have been working
latterly on 3D pieces.

Email: pippa.thurlow@btinternet.com
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/pippa_thurlow
Photographer/copyright of images:
Pippa Thurlow

‘Sunset Study 03’
Woven Tapestry, hand dyed yarns - 50 x 25cm
First of two tapestries worked from a screen
print made in October 2007 at NUCA, yarns
selected purchased and dyed at College and the
piece woven in the textile workshop on a print
hanging frame. The central forms were woven
over supplementary warps.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT AA2A VISIT OUR WEBSITE
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Keith Ashford
University of Wolverhampton
2007/08
I began the AA2A placement at Wolverhampton University whilst working
part time as a school teacher and on sculpture in my studio. It gave me
an opportunity to reflect and organise my art practice in a research based
manner. I had a number of different strands of exploration which were
waiting to coalesce. My application for the placement began with a single
project to make and fly a porcelain glider for which I needed access to a
ceramics department. In order to get this I had to articulate my idea and
in doing so I had a change in approach from object based practice to
process based.
The project to build and fly a successful hand thrown glider made of
porcelain is a simple idea but potentially a futile one. The air museum at
Cosford just outside Wolverhampton has an experimental aircraft hanger
full of extraordinary planes in which pilots risked their lives. My gliders

‘Video still from Test Flight ’
Porcelain, moving through the air - 30 x 30cm
Still from video of flying hand launched
porcelain glider over Shropshire landscape.

would only have one chance at a successful flight. A short life of
seconds. Porcelain is a difficult material to make gliders from. It is heavy
and hard to keep straight during the firing process. Balancing, trimming
for flight present problems as only one flight is possible. The manufacture
produced mutations such as wings warping when fired. Many had to be
discarded. It is this trial and error that is evident in the aircraft in the
experimental hanger. The poetic element of this process began to
intrigue me and the implications it had for autonomous vehicles I was
building and exhibiting.
Wolverhampton School of Art gave me two exhibition slots. The first of
these allowed me to experiment with the display of the two sets of
processes. I used the feedback from this to make a successful entry in an
open exhibition which used an autonomous drawing vehicle to produce a
set of drawings during the exhibition. In the second exhibition the videos
of the glider flights became much more important than I anticipated, I
realised from the first exhibition that photographs would not be enough. It
is the activity of the artefacts that has come to be of interest. They are
agents or actors in the artwork so showing that activity was essential.
The AA2A placement reminded me of the pleasures of the academic
environment, which energised me to be more experimental in the
sculpture I was making. I am now in the happy position of having a whole

(continued)

‘All the King's men.’
Eight sets of porcelain fragments in glass case 1
metre long
Collection of wreckage of eight hand launched
porcelain gliders from eight test flights.

Keith Ashford (continued)

set of ideas to explore from the unfinished glider project to the new ideas
thrown up as a result the placement.
An unexpected bonus happened during the placement, due entirely to
the generosity of the technicians in the Ceramics and Glass department.
A sculpture commission was offered to me which required the use of
glass. I had no experience of working with glass but the technicians
guided me through the process of glass casting. I was able to complete
the commission of a wood carved tree with glass cast inserts in the
leaves. It included working with four infant classes making wax models
for the castings. I could not have easily undertaken this project without

‘Tree’
Recycled wood and Glass castings - 2m high

the AA2A placement and the help of the technicians.

Detail from a free standing sculpture tree in
Sundorne Infants school Wildlife garden. Set in

I now work freelance on art projects and theatre props. I joined a

the oak leaves are glass castings of insects and

voluntary arts network and have been on the steering committee for the

animals made by pupils in the school.

setting up of a successful high street gallery in the voluntary sector.

Email: kdashford@fsmail.net
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.vanetwork.co.uk/KeithAshford.aspx
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/keith_ashford
Photographer/copyright of images:
Keith Ashford
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Julie Mecoli
University for the Creative Arts
2008/09
The ‘Dark Matter’ sculptures and drawings refer to the vast majority of
matter and energy in the universe that exists but cannot be seen. The
work also reflects my interest in the experience of place and the ability of
art to enable access to abstract, remote and invisible spaces including
the space of the human unconscious.
In the ‘Dark Matter’ series I exploit the possibilities of bitumen to explore
these interests. The sculptures are composed of bitumen, one of the
oldest materials used in building. Bitumen is a petroleum derivative and
fluid material that can feel solid at room temperature, but moves over
time. The sculptures soften in heat; permeate the space they inhabit with
their scent, and move to ground.
The rate at which each sculpture moves is determined by the proportion

‘Dark Matter: Small House’

of different grades of bitumen used. The bitumen sculptures comprised

95/25 bitumen - 3.5 x 2.5cm

of 95/25 bitumen compound will move to ground over decades
(depending on temperature). Other sculptures made of mixed grades of
bitumen move to ground over hours, days or weeks.
Using this material allows me to explore work that, like nature, changes
over time and moves from form to formlessness. Like most natural
processes the movement is irreversible; it only proceeds in one direction.
In the future each sculpture will exist only as a pool of pitch containing
itself and other things entrapped in it.
The black structures and their descent into disorder evoke ideas of
entropy, chaos and loss. Giving tangible form to such unconscious and
ineffable spaces creates new challenges that continue to hold my
interest.
The AA2A scheme has allowed me the time, space and equipment to
begin to experiment with the material and its properties, to re-think the
ways I am currently working and to discover many new possibilities for
future work.
Some of the work made during the scheme was accepted for exhibitions
including the Turner Contemporary Open in Margate.

(continued)

‘Dark Matter: Gateway 3’
95/25 bitumen - 34 x 16 x 4cm

Julie Mecoli (continued)

While on a residency near Melbourne, Australia in Autumn 2009, I met
with Professor John Mainstone former head of the University of
Queensland Department of Physics who acts as custodian of the famous
Pitch Drop Experiment at UQ Physics. Seeing Professor Thomas
Parnell’s intriguing 1927 experiment exploring the nature of pitch, has
inspired more ways forward for my work.

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.axisweb.org/artist/juliemecoli
www.smp.uq.edu.au/pitch/
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/julie_mecoli
Photographer/copyright of images:
Julie Mecoli

‘Dark Matter: Ziggurat (after
Entemenanki) day 5’
Mixed bitumen - original size 44 x 30 x 30cm
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Emma Reeves
Cumbria Institute of Arts
(now Cumbria University)
2006/07
The AA2A project allowed me to process a transitional period in my life.
I had recently returned home after living in Japan for three years and
was preparing to undertake an MSc in Art Therapy. As a printmaker I
was so grateful to have access to the large print workshop and facilities
at the art college in Carlisle.
It was also very inspiring and motivating to be part of a creative
environment for the six months of the project and to meet the other
artists on the scheme. The work I created on the scheme enabled me
to move from where I was at the time to progress to where I am now.
I have continued with the themes started in the project through
subsequent work in drawing and painting and I am continually reworking
ideas in new work. I eventually intend to take the project into sculptural
work, of which the etching process is a part.

‘Relic IV’
2-plate colour etching - A1 size framed
I aimed to master the skill of colour etching using

I am so grateful to have been a part of the AA2A scheme and – it
enabled me to produce a portfolio of work to access the MSc Art
Therapy course, which I have now completed and I do not think it would

2-plates on a large scale. I began to play with
the ambiguity of the image due to the enlarged
scale - it became an alien object. I wanted it to
look 3D.

have been possible to so without the space to work in an experimental
way in the large print workshop.

‘Interior’
Oil on canvas - 60 x 60cm
A continuation of the theme of the etchings, in
colour and oil. Paralleling my own interior

(continued)

exploration in psychotherapy.

Emma Reeves (continued)

Email: emmajhreeves@hotmail.com
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/emma_reeves
Photographer/copyright of images:
Olivia Toppin

‘Relic II’
Etching A1 size - framed
I wanted to experiment with making large scale
etchings – etching plate size 60 x 60cm. I am
interested in enlarging small natural objects
making their intricate beauty visible. Etching for
me solidifies the fragility of the drawn line. The
etching process involves creating a sculptural
piece in the etching plate itself, which was also
exhibited.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT AA2A VISIT OUR WEBSITE
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Lorraine Cooke
Norwich University College of the Arts
(NUCA)
2008/09
Lorraine was winner of the AA2A Public vote for 2008/09.
“The AA2A scheme offers flexibility in allowing the artist to shape the
experience they share with students, dedicating a proportion of their time
to the benefit of students without a rigid timetable. This allows the artist to
engage in necessary research outside of the institution, bringing in fresh
ideas whilst developing their own and students’ work. The AA2A
networking site allows artists to follow the practice of other participating
artists nationally, and to exchange thoughts, whilst also proving a useful
tool for students to familiarise themselves with artists working within their
institution.”

‘Emergence’
Acrylic and collage on cottonduck.

Since graduating from Norwich School of Art and Design (NSAD)
Lorraine has been working as a professional artist exhibiting both locally
and nationally. She was interested to discover that two of the other three
NUCA AA2A artists were also NSAD graduates, at different stages of
their professional art careers. As a result they were able to identify their
individual paths taken since graduating and to share critique. Lorraine
and the other artists (Tracy Leech-Williams, Michael Smith and Pippa
Thurlow) collaborated during their time on AA2A and decided that the
culmination of the experience should be a joint exhibition.
Access to the etching and printmaking facilities at NUCA proved
invaluable to the development of Lorraine’s work throughout the scheme.
“Since graduating I have found it almost impossible to access such
facilities elsewhere and have sought alternative methods of developing
my practice which primarily involves cross disciplinary approaches to
both drawing and painting.” As a result of this, she says “works produced
during the AA2A scheme demonstrate a symbiosis of techniques
including etching, mono printing, chine colle, collage, drawing, painting,
stitching and mixed media.”
Lorraine worked directly alongside the students and was keen to help
develop their work, offering practical advice and assistance within
printmaking. She had the opportunity to give informal tutorials to painting
students on the BA fine art course and was pleased to have been
approached by one particular student who requested the use of
Lorraine’s imagery in an illustration project they were engaged in. As a

Lorraine printing at NUCA

Lorraine Cooke (continued)

result of the scheme Lorraine is now working at NUCA as a Student
Mentor and continues to support her mentee from undergraduate to
postgraduate study and professional practice.
Thanks to the generosity of NUCA, Lorraine used approximately 300
hours at the College, resulting in seven etchings and five paintings.
“I did not know what to expect at the prospect of returning to NUCA. Not
only has the art school gained University status but many other changes
have taken place in the five years since I graduated, so returning as a
professional artist was new territory for me. I quickly developed a rapport
with the students, staff and fellow NUCA AA2A artists and found the staff

Exhibition view

very receptive to my presence.”

Lorraine exhibiting work produced on the
scheme.

“The work produced during the AA2A scheme marked an unexpected
introduction of figurative drawing. Access to specialist equipment has
strengthened my practice within the discipline of drawing through the
integration of printmaking, painting and collage.”

Email: raincooke@googlemail.com

Following the end of the scheme Lorraine concludes; “I used my time on
the AA2A scheme to further explore new methodologies in drawing
practice. At present my work investigates cross disciplinary approaches
to ‘drawing’ as an activity and language concern encompassing drawing
into painting. The integration of etching and mono- printing processes is
essential in the development of this, broadening the scope for genuine

Tel: 0781 862 4426
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.lorrainecookefineart.co.uk
http://aa2a.biz/pg/profile/lorraine

experimentation and assimilation of making processes.”

Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/lorraine_cooke

Lorraine has received contact from an increasingly wide audience since

Photographer/copyright of images:
Lorraine Cooke

having her work chosen by ‘a-n’ magazine when featuring the AA2A
scheme. She also curated an AA2A exhibition at the ‘Mandell’s Gallery’
in Elm Hill, Norwich, which showcased her work alongside fellow AA2A
artists and nationally established guest artist Roderick Newlands. http://
mandellsgallery.co.uk
“I enjoyed working alongside the students and feel really confident about
my practice as a result of sharing ideas. I am now seeking a second
residency opportunity and am well prepared for postgraduate study
which I will commence October 2010 at Cyprus College of Art. I do not
see this point as the end and hope to continue to raise the profile and
awareness of AA2A.”
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Barbara Dean
University of Hertfordshire
2004/05
During the early stages of my career as an artist in 2004, the AA2A
project gave me the opportunity to formalise a new process in my
practice which examined the physically awkward and challenging
position of being ‘on my knees’. I wanted to question the boundary
between the physical and the spiritual but didn’t know how to qualify the
‘spiritual’ without falling into the territory of religion; the ‘domestic’
seemed to open up a doorway for this. Up until this point I had appeared
publicly in various national and international live art platforms presenting
works that used domestic ritual as a performative action. Appearing in
one platform after another left little space for clearly identifying the
underpinning of the work’s concept; the AA2A scheme gave me valuable
time and space within an academic institution to use facilities, workshops
and a learning resource centre I would not have accessed otherwise,
enabling me to take the work into the new direction of performance
installation.

‘On my knees’
Video still - work in progress
I was exploring ways of representing the
‘spiritual’ through the body by taking up the
physically awkward position of being on my
knees, the movement seemed to hover
somewhere between a domestic action and a
pilates exercise. I think it is a very difficult thing

I was based at the University of Hertfordshire working in both the
sculpture department and the digital video editing suite. Having access
to the different facilities under one roof and within an academic system

to contrive something that both artist and
audience would consider ‘spiritual’ without falling
into the territory of religiosity. Previously during
my MA I had taken a job as a cleaner in an

enabled me to experiment with a more cross-disciplinary approach in

orthodox religious household to supplement my

evaluating the work’s progression. Participating on the scheme was like

student income. I became fascinated in the

stopping for breathing space; it helped me to develop a new trajectory in

service I was providing as a cleaner, sometimes

the work’s concept of the ‘domestic’, and to question the boundary

it was on par with being a ‘holy person’ and yet I

between the physical and the spiritual.

did not consider myself to be a person of faith at
all; however the family made it very clear in their
instructions that there were some things I should

In the year that proceeded my time on the project I went on to receive

do during particular holy festivals. This

funding from Arts Council England which supported the development of a

experience transferred into my practice as an

new collaborative artist residency, Kitchen Antics & Appliances at the

artist as I started to explore notions of ‘home’ in
relation to the physical and the spiritual and

Museum of Domestic Design & Architecture in London.

question the meaning of cleanliness in relation to
the boundary between the physical and the
spiritual. ‘On my knees’ was a work in progress
explored at Herts University in their photographic
studio, the blue screen gave the viewer the
illusion of a collapsed and suspended body, or
even an immersed body, the archetypal position
for a body in prayer.

(continued)

‘Home sick’
Digital photo of performance installation
This work was made at the Museum of Domestic Design & Architecture in
2006 and was funded by Arts Council England. Here was a museum
containing everything that was in worship of a home gone by, the study
rooms were a feast for anyone who like myself is totally absorbed by
manuals, leaflets and pamphlets containing everything relating to
domestic ritual in the home. From the laundry room to the sick room,
there is something calming and reassuring about domestic ritual. I
performed ‘home sick’, a durational work, as a live installation in the
museum’s lecture theatre; I placed three gym benches in a triangular
formation, for the audience to sit on and watch me as I put my body
through the physically awkward and challenging position of kneeling on
the floor in the middle of the benches. Every so often I would put on and
take off a wooden house harnessed to my back, the musical track ‘Rocket
Man’ by Elton John would be played for the audience at various intervals.
I wanted the audience to question an inner and outer space in relation to
the body, what does it feel like to be on the boundary between two
spaces, between mind and matter; between the physical and spiritual?

‘Earthworks, The Garden’,
Marko’s Allotment, North London, 2009
digital photo of performance installation, by Beth Gallagher
Obviously the context of the ‘domestic’ finds its roots in the rich lineage of
female performance artists down the decades at least from the 60s
onwards, and I would be a fool not to acknowledge that point when
thinking about my work, but I still struggle with this idea of the ‘spiritual’ in
relation to the body. ‘Earthworks, The Garden’ was a socially engaged
piece exploring notions of absence in terms of a decaying body. It was
presented at Marko’s Allotment amongst a small audience of poets and
artists to celebrate the coming of Autumn and everything that that means
in terms of the decay of summer plant life and how everything would ‘fall’
or ‘collapse’ and return to the ground. I dug and marked out a space
amongst some weeds the size of a single bed 6ft x 4ft 6ins and invited the
audience to scatter rye grass seeds in the space I’d created and
ceremoniously water the soil down. Rye grass is organic manure which
after growing is purposefully cut down again and dug back into the soil to

Email:
barbaradean@talktalk.net
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.barbaradean.co.uk

release nutrients. The physical life can be so futile and the hope of being
useful in someone’s life even after death somehow makes death more

www.kitchenanticsandappliances.com

appealing under cover of this concept of decay. I think the audience found
the experience of watching me lay down in the soil and snuggling into my
space incredibly moving. I didn’t ask for silence and we were laughing
about what I was doing, but people naturally became silent when

Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/barbara_dean

confronted with this symbolic act of acceptance.

Photographer/copyright of images:
Barbara Dean
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Jamie Boyd
Plymouth College of Art and Design
2008/09
The AA2A printmaking opportunity at Plymouth College of Art and
Design has had a great impact on my work. The print-room was mainly
geared towards the fashion students and included screen-printing
facilities for textile based work. Fashion magazines were often
scattered around the print-studio. These magazines were something I
normally would not have come into contact with. However, I discovered
that I could draw from these, as well as the journal archive at the
College library. I also made regular trips to Plymouth Museum. These
artistic opportunities provided inspiration and starting points for new
print-making work.
I began in the print-room with mono-printing, a technique that I was
comfortable with, and let the pictures I found in the newspapers,
magazines and Museum lead the work. Through this process I
collected many drawings that encaptured ideas that I was eager to

‘Partridge’

expand upon. This led to creating screen-prints, which I made by

Monograph - 42 x 42cm

combining mono-print drawing, photographic screen reproduction

Work from a series of images influenced by trips

techniques and colour stencilling.

around the Plymouth Museum. Created using
colour monoprint techniques.

Since leaving the scheme, I have continued to build upon the subjects
that I was introduced to through the journals at the College. I have also
been planning to set up my own screen-printing facilities, and have
taken my first steps in this direction with woodblock printing (a more
primitive version of screen-printing).
I am still in contact with the College and update them with my shows.
The culmination of my work on the AA2A scheme is that I have
exhibited many of the prints that I made during my time spent at the
College.

‘Girl on a horse’
Screenprint - 40 x 30cm

(continued)

Jamie Boyd (continued)

Work from a series of images influenced by the
journal archive at Plymouth College of Art and
Design. Created using a monoprint exposed
onto a screen, and colour stenciling.

Email: info@jaboyd.co.uk
Artistʼs weblink:
www.jaboyd.co.uk
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/jamie_boyd

Photographer/copyright of images:
Jamie Boyd

‘Soldier son’
Wood cut - 30 x 20cm
Work made after leaving AA2A scheme, created
using woodblock and colour stencilling.
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Julie Sullock
Barnet College
2002/03
I really enjoyed my time at Barnet College. It was a few years ago now in
2003, but I still remember the calm of the print room. The College was a
long journey on the Northern Line, but it was good to focus on the prints I
was producing at the time... I remember the draws of wet prints when I
came away.
Barnet was not too formal. There were about four of us based at the
College, some in the ceramics department and some doing sculpture.
I concentrated on producing collographs and monotypes and expanded
my knowledge of these mediums, while at the college and it was good
just to be able to get on with it without interruptions.
At the end of the placement in May we all worked towards an exhibition in
the Bull Arts Centre. It was good working together with artists working in
different disciplines and producing a Private View card together as well as
organising the P.V. night. It was good to have contact with other artists
using the scheme and viewing their work and discussing ideas.
It was a very productive time and I managed to produce work for an
exhibition at South Bank Printmakers which I am still a member of. I am

‘Blue and Purple’
Collograph

very grateful to A2AA for funding such a programme for artists.

‘Blue square’
Silkscreen collograph

Julie Sullock (continued)

Email: juliesibella@hotmail.com

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.juliesullock.com

Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/julie_sullock

Photographer/copyright of images:
the artist

‘Pink Stripe’
Silkscreen collograph
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Bill Wroath
Bath Spa University
2004/05
The AA2A experience was invaluable for me. I spent the 100 hours in the
media department of Bath Spa University film and media department. It
meant that I had access to computing equipment and processing power
that I didn’t have access to in my own studio.
I spent the time in the editing suite getting to grips with Final Cut Pro
software. Although I had edited conventional film and digital video before,
the software I had used, (in the latter) was very simplistic. Learning to use
professional editing software opened up possibilities within my practice to
extend my installation work to include video and ensure that the video
content was of a professional standard.
Subsequently it has paid dividends as it has been one of the many skills I
can offer which led to my appointment to the HE fine art course at

‘Head-Land (a cliffhanger)’ 2005
3Screen video installation
By filming a storm torn coastline from a
memorial bench, Bill Wroath more than
documents the environment, finding in the

Plymouth College of Art and in other situations. As a lecturer I was able

subject matter poignant metaphors for the

to pass these skills on to students who then specialised in fine art digital

passage of life and our search for constancy in

media.

a hostile world. As the images appear and
disappear on the screen they epitomise life and
death and the act of recalling.

‘Clockwork’ 2007
Video installation with ceramics
A working ‘factory’ set-up in the gallery produced
slip-cast ceramic water-clocks. This process was
shown alongside video footage of the waterclocks sinking, by day and by night, in tanks and
in rivers. Concepts and perceptions of time were
challenged.

(continued)

Bill Wroath (continued)

Email: billwroath@mac.com
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.billwroath.com
‘Fall’ 2004/06
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/bill_wroath

Installation, 25,000 plastic toy soldiers, spray

Photographer/copyright of images:
Bill Wroath: images 1-2
Mark Ridley: image 3

"….You see the idea, the image, the

paint and lawn rake.

construction, the meaning and above all, the
sadness, all at once. Brilliant."

Amanda

Bluglass, journalist
“…The clever twists in his work encourage the
viewer to look and consider the many layers of
meaning. Conceptual but not inaccessible, there
are always relevances that makes Bill's work all
the more elegant.” Sara Norrish, Arts Cocoordinator, RCHT
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Ima Pico
Salford University
2007/08
I was resident artist at Salford University in 2007-2008. My idea was to
create site-specific work for the gallery space within the School of Art
and Design, composed by some high quality digital images dealing with
urban related found sources. For that I made use of the digital
technologies available on the scheme including computers, digital
camera and printing facility.

‘Splash!!!’
Wall installation - approx. 50m
This site-specific installation for Lametro Gallery,

The attraction of being part of this scheme for several months was
having an established context, site and audience. I was particularly
interested in the possibility of interaction with art students and the

Valencia, Spain, consists of high-resolution
digital images using manipulated photographs
taken from urban environments, printed on
adhesive vinyl and stuck onto walls. The work,

opportunity of booking the art gallery to create a site-specific artwork.

explores media saturation in contemporary

This along with the grant to print the digital images enabled me to

culture, publicity, symbols and signage. This

develop my idea to its completion.

work was created after my residency at Salford

I am attaching some of the images created during the residency and

University and was inspired by the new work
created during my residency.

some poster work I made with the new ideas I experimented with during
my stay at Salford.
“Ima Picó is a visual artist and digital muralist based in Manchester, UK.
Her recent work explores media saturation in contemporary culture
through the use of photography and digital manipulation. The
photographic digital compositions are original photographs that have
been further developed using digital tools. Picó’s recent work is
installation based; the digital images are printed in big formats in order
to cover entire walls. She has exhibited internationally in galleries and
museums in solo and group exhibitions”.

‘Sticker001’
Digital image
Through this series of digital images I am
exploring patterns and forms of the underground
culture. At the same time they are an
examination of the disposable mass media
culture of our contemporary built environment.
This work was created during the residency at
Salford University.

(continued)

Ima Pico (continued)

Email: imapico@yahoo.com
Artistʼs weblink:
http://ima-pico.blogspot.com
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
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Photographer/copyright of images:
Ima Pico

‘Sticker005’
Digital image
Description as above.
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Jez Riley French
Hull School of Art and Design
2008/09
I spent my time on the AA2A residency recording various architectural
spaces and objects in the Hull School of Art & Design building, using
expended field recording methods to capture a unique sense of place.
The surface vibrations found on inking slabs, print racks, print drying
cabinets & various floors, pipes and walls, alongside my photographic
explorations, represent my emotive response to this building and the
opportunity to delve beneath its more obvious aspects.
I also used my time to make photographic prints of some other recent
work.
For me, the importance of this period of focused work is centred around
an attempt to undertake my practice in an environment that is by

‘Inking slab # 2’
Photographic print A3+
Visual elements to accompany recordings of
the slab surface.

definition creative & yet also not a place where one can take time to sit in
stillness and listen to the music of the structures.

Email: tempjez@hotmail.com
Tel: 07891338320

‘Inking slab # 4’
Photographic print A3+
Description as above

Artistʼs weblinks:
http://JezrileyFrench.blogspot.com/
Artistʼs AA2A webpage:
http://aa2a.org/artists/jez_riley-french
Photographer/copyright of images:
Jez Riley French

‘Gent bird market building’
Photographic print A3+ & postcard series
Visual elements of architectural audio
recordings.

Liz Waugh McManus
University of Hertfordshire
Norwich School of Art and Design
2003/04 and 2006/07
The first time I took part in AA2A was when I was just starting to explore
the medium of glass but had not yet accumulated much equipment for it
at my own studio. Through AA2A, the use of the facilities in the
ceramics and glass department at the University of Hertfordshire,
including diamond saw, flatbed grinder and polishing equipment,
enabled me to complete sculpture cast in my own kiln to a professional
standard. I also enjoyed talking to students and networking with three
other AA2A artists in the same department.
The second occasion on AA2A, I wanted to create pieces which
combined bronze with glass to explore the different attributes and effects
of the materials together. I was able to do this through access to the
moldmaking /casting facilities and foundry at Norwich School of Art. I
really appreciated this opportunity because to hire commercial bronze
casting facilities for an experimental project would have been financially
prohibitive for me.
AA2A helped raise my profile in that the pieces resulting from AA2A
projects have featured in numerous exhibitions including Bury St
Edmunds Art Gallery Open, Ip-Art, Artworks, CGS online 'Inside
Outside', and commercial galleries. Several are now in private
collections. Also submitting their images created opportunities to create
and show other work, eg. at Bergh Apton Sculpture Trail.

'In-to-me-see’
Glass, slate, resin - 18 x 15 x 40cm
Made during AA2A at University of Herts 2003/4)
Part of series of sculptures 'freezing' movement
and encapsulating moments in time, playing with
ideas of preservation/conservation/isolation

‘Ripe Fruit’
Glass and bronze - 28 x 12cm
(Made during AA2A at NSAD 2006/7) from a
series of pieces relating to botanical forms & the
human body exploring aspects of the fertility
(continued)

cycle.

Liz Waugh McManus (continued)
Email: lizwaugh@btinternet.com
Tel: 01379 668464
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.artworksinfo.org.uk
www.waveneysprings.co.uk
‘Pierced II’ 2009

Artistʼs AA2A webpages:
http://aa2a.org/artists/liz_waughmcmanus
http://aa2a.org/artists/liz_waugh-mcmanus

Glass - 40 x 20 x 15cm
Imagery taken from Bosch's 'The Garden of
Earthly Delights' of fruits pierced with thorns
linking pain and pleasure within human

Photographer/copyright of images:
Liz Waugh McManus
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Loren Beven
London Metropolitan University
2004/5
I was awarded a place in the Printmaking Department at London
Metropolitan University. Although I arrived with a very clear idea of what I
wanted to make, I spent much of my early time experimenting with a
couple of projects that I was never entirely happy with. They were too
complicated and were stuck in the process.
‘Here Comes the Night’ was the last piece I made and I wish I had had
more time to take the work further. I used the screen printing process
because it allowed me to make a kind of image that would have been
difficult to do any other way. I used one screen for each aeroplane or
helicopter and used each screen only once.
Although it is possible to screen print without the hi-tech equipment of a
professional print workshop, I found having access to the space and
equipment opened up possibilities. I was able to spend more energy on
the creative process as the practical process was so much easier.
The staff at LMU were extremely welcoming, helpful and generous and I
enjoyed talking to the students about their work. It was a very positive
experience.

‘Here Comes the Night’
Acrylic & screen print on canvas - 147 x 122cm
Wire frame aeroplanes and helicopters are
printed over a painted seascape. I removed the
painting from the stretcher and used the largest
screens on the vacuum beds to print the
images over the painting before re-stretching
the canvas. Made in the screen printing
department at London Metropolitan University.

‘Battlestar’
Plastic model aeroplanes, glue and mirror 58cm diameter
Plastic model aeroplanes are glued together in
an arc and placed on a mirror to form the
illusion of a circle of fighter planes floating
unsupported.

Loren Beven (continued)

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.lorenbeven.com
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http://aa2a.org/artists/loren_beven
Photographer/copyright of images:
ʻHere Comes the Nightʼ : Paul Minyo
ʻPrachandaʼ & ʻBattlestarʼ : Loren Beven

‘Prachanda’
Screenprint on aluminium - 18 x 21 cm
Portrait of Prachanda, Maoist Leader, Nepal.
Very few images of Prachanda, meaning
‘awesome’, as a young man exist. His
reputation thrived on mystique and folklore.
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Valerie Coffin Price
Hereford College of Arts
2005/06
My work is a very particular response to a place and a community,
which involves a process of archeo-visual research using drawing and
textual traces to construct works inspired by elements of natural and
human geography. The aim of the project was to experiment with
drawing and digital technology and experiment with the outcomes.
I began with two specific works in mind, both of which were inspired by
a visit to Cambodia. River trips on the Tonle Sap and Mekong Rivers in
Cambodia and a visit to the Toul Sleng Museum in Phnom Phen were
particularly potent experiences. Digital images taken in the Toul Sleng
Museum formed the basis of the work Shadows, which was made in
collaboration with Mary Husted. During the rule of the Pol Pot regime a
local school was turned into a prison, where whole families were
interrogated and tortured. Each prisoner brought to the compound was
photographed and numbered. This building has now been turned into

‘Shadows’
Perspex, digital images (detail) - 1.5 x 2m

a museum where the haunting photographs are hung. Only a handful
of the many thousands who entered survived. The work combined
fragments of text layered with images of faces, evoking memories and
history. A second, planned work failed to materialise. This would have
been a landscape frieze using Photoshop, combining layers of cultural
traces embedded in the land to re-create the relationship between the
human and natural environment and responding to a quote from
‘Siddhartha’ by Herman Hesse.
‘… a flowing river of faces, hundreds, thousands, which all came and
went, and yet all seemed to be there at once, which all constantly
changed and became new ones, …’
Instead, working intuitively in the way that creative work often requires,
a series of digital prints based on drawings and snapshots of trees
developed. These were the result of pure experimentation, with the
equipment, the printing process and with the materials. Over the years
I have amassed thousands of photographs and drawings of trees, and
this residency allowed me to play with scale, colour and different
papers to create a series of large scale prints.

(continued)

‘Torn Print’
Digital print on Hannemuhle paper

Valerie Coffin Price (continued)

The work from the AA2A residency was shown in the following
exhibitions:
Llantarnam Grange, 25 February – 8 April 2006
‘Residues’, two person exhibition
The Gate Arts Centre, Cardiff, 2006
‘Distant Horizons’, two person show
National Assembly of Wales, Cardiff, 2006
‘Shadows’, installation
Newport Museum and Art Gallery, 18 January – 3 March 2007
‘Distant Voices’, solo exhibition
As a result the residency has had a considerable effect on both my
work and the development of my career.

Valerie working in Cambodia

Artistʼs weblinks:
www.vcprice.demon.co.uk
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http://aa2a.org/artists/valerie_coffinprice
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Jolanta Jagiello
University of Hertfordshire
2008/09
There are four metal sculptures all part of the Amputee Advantage
Series made in response to The Sun’s Campaign for ‘Help for Heroes’ a new organisation formed to help those who have been wounded in
Britain's current conflicts. The campaign’s slogan is: ‘What will you do
for our wounded heroes?’, with a variety of responses such as: ‘She
swam for them’, ‘He dived for them’, ‘She cycled for them’. My response
is that: ‘She sculpted for them’.
Each sculpture celebrates the success of amputees in a range of
activities. The first sculpture ‘Amputee Advantage: Sprinter’ is based on
achievements of the sprinter Oscar Pistorious at the Beijing Olympics
who was accused of being able to run faster than able-bodied athletes
because of his special blades. The second sculpture ‘Amputee
Advantage: Cyclist’ is based on achievements of the amputee
endurance cyclist Dan Sheret who is set to circumnavigate the globe by
bicycle, to help raise awareness and funds for landmine victims around
the world, on a journey named AbilityTrek .
The third sculpture Amputee Advantage: Crutches Performer is based
on the performer Claire Cunningham who although is not an amputee
(but suffered from polio when she was young and wore calipers), has
inspired amputees to take up performing using crutches and herself
performed at Royal Opera House. Perhaps she can inspire 4 year-old
Harvey Philips, who lost both legs and an arm to meningitis, but hasn’t
stopped him from taking up ballet. The last sculpture ‘Amputee
Advantage: Ice Man’ is based on achievements of Australian skier
Michael Milton who won four gold medals at the 2002 Winter
Paralympic Games and earned him the title of World Sportsperson of
the Year with a Disability.
I would like to auction each sculpture for £100 to £125, and raise £500
for the campaign.

(continued)

‘Crutches Performer’ - from the
Amputee Advantage series
Fire extinguisher refill bottles, and found
crutches

- 1.65 x 1.65 x 1m

Jolanta Jagiello

(continued)

Email: j.jagiello@mdx.ac.uk
Tel: 0795 7774791
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Photographer/copyright of images:
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‘Cyclist’ - Amputee Advantage series

‘Sprinter’ - Amputee Advantage series
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Amanda Lebus
Barnet College
2004/05
These images are all stills from the video ‘Clay’ made in 2005.
Media: video, photography and ceramics
My thanks go to the staff of the Ceramics studio and Video editing suites
of Barnet College where I made most of this piece. They were patient,
helpful, and practical. CiCi Blumstein generously helped with the editing.
How I made it:
First, I threw the three or four part figure pots on the wheel, using red clay

‘Clay’

with white slip. I shaped them by tool and hand off the wheel. When the

Still from video

pots were finished I created a story board, took photos of the images and

This is a looped video in which a lump of clay

made a sound track (which I didn't use in the final film). I used the video

becomes a transitory community. I’ve exhibited

suite at Barnet College, though I accomplished the final editing in a

it alone, with ceramics and as part of a

friend’s editing suite.

performance piece. I’d created computer
animation shorts but this was my first video. In

For years I worked as a maker and user of puppets for story telling and
art. The joyous process whereby a sense of theatre emerged in the

2008 I created a short collaborative piece and
in 2010/2011 I’m planning to work with puppetry
and video.

spaces between the grouped figures recalled those earlier days.
The pots themselves are now in private collections in the UK and USA.
Comments…
Making a pot is a matter of integrating opposites. The push and pull of
upwards and downwards, clockwise and the reverse, solid and flexing,
gives the process a meditative quality. I need to feel calm and centred in
myself to centre the clay so as to be able to work with it – to spin and
splay, persuade and slice. When I sit at the wheel there is a playfulness,
a focus, a sense of immediacy about shaping the clay.
Although I’ve worked as an artist for more than two decades, in recent
years I’ve trained and now practice as an arts psychotherapist too. The
idea of the container is important to psychotherapy; as humans we need
to contain and be contained, physically and emotionally. Our sense of self
is formed through relationships with others. We are all, like these pots,
porous – to experience, to memory, to emotions, to others. In my film the

‘Clay’
Still from video

Amanda Lebus (continued)

"Clay" in the title refers to this idea of the container. Jung referred to the
sealed vessel of the alchemist’s alembic. In it, opposites come together
and are transformed in a contained relationship.
In just a few minutes, the lump of clay in the film becomes a community.
The figures interact then fade, earth to earth, dust to dust, ashes to
ashes, into clay again. The film is looped because the process is
continuous. It is about a striving for individuation, for completion, for
emotional integration.
I originally intended this piece for a Buddhist website. I wanted to show

‘Clay’

something of the ungraspable, intangible nature of things. In the film

Still from video

each frame is layered with others, not independent. As soon as an image
emerges it fades and merges with another. The rhythm of continuous
merging and emerging is the pulse of the film.
Email: info@amandalebus.com
Tel: 0845 458 0313
Artistʼs weblinks:
www.amandalebus.com
www.axisweb.org/artist/amandalebus
Photographer/copyright of images:
Amanda Lebus
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